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The latest range of kits from ELF is a complete modular system of units that can be combined in
hundreds of different ways to create furniture for the whole house. Based on the same basic
principles as our popular EAZY Kitchen Kits, with fixed doors, they are simple to construct, and
easy to personalise with a range of different finishes. Whether you need a simple bookshelf or
coffee table or a complete fitted bedroom, ELF EAZY LIVING units provide the solution.
The units are available in three depths and three heights, with the addition of wardrobes in two heights, beds, and
media panels. They can be completed with doors and drawers (including a glass-fronted door option) which can be
left in natural wood and polished or varnished as you wish. Alternatively you can paint them any colour you wish or
use one of the self-adhesive films we stock to create something highly contemporary and individual. There are
continuous tops in three depths, and a variety of bases to choose from to complete your units.
***********************************************************
The units are divided into two main categories, closed and open. The closed units are designed to be completed
with doors/drawers, while the open units are shelf units designed to be left open or completed with glass-fronted
doors.
The closed units are available in two heights. Medium height units correspond roughly to table height, and can be
used for desks, storage units, sideboards and dressing tables. In addition they can be used in conjunction with tall
open units to co-ordinate with wardrobes to build multi-function units (see COMBOs) They are available in two
depths (deep and standard) and a variety of widths from 1½” to 6” and should be completed with doors/drawer
fronts (NOT glass-fronted doors).
Short units are 1 1/16” high, and available in standard or shallow versions. They can be used as a base for media
storage, TV tables, coffee tables, spanning units in fitted bedrooms, under bed storage for cabin beds and other
multi-function storage units (see COMBOs). The shallow unit is available in a wide version for wall mounted media
storage solutions.

STANDARD HEIGHT

SHORT

Note that the height given is that of the actual unit. The finished unit will be taller when tops and bases are added –
measurements for these are given separately. Handles are NOT included - many contemporary units do not have
handles, however if you wish, you can include handles from the range available, or add your own. NOTE all doors
are fixed.

Open units are available in three heights and three depths. Tall units, available in standard and shallow depths,
can be used as stand-alone bookcases, desk hutches, sideboard upper sections, and various other multi-functional
storage combinations. They can also be combined with standard and/or short units to create fitted bedroom units.
All are available in 1½”, 2” and 3” widths. They can also be completed with glass-fronted doors (NOTE, the doors
are not hinged but can be removed and replaced at will so that you can display your favourite miniatures. For wider
combinations, simply join more units together.
The medium height units are available in deep, standard and shallow versions. The deep one can be used to
create a desk or base for multi-functional units. The standard one can be used in conjunction with closed units to
give added display space. It can also be used to create bathroom storage and combined with other units for fitted
bedrooms. Tall units have three shelves, while standard and short units have one shelf (these may be left out if
you wish when you design your layout.)

The short units can be used to create media storage, as bases for TV tables and coffee tables, and combined with
other units to create a wide variety of multi-functional storage and display solutions.

Wardrobes are available in two
heights and are deep units.
They can be combined with
standard depth units of varying
heights, as shown on the right,
to create various bedroom
storage combinations.
(see
also COMBOs)

The cost of a simple base is included with the cost of the units. If you would prefer a base with legs, or plinths,
these are available separately.

The basic single bed can be used alone or combined with open or closed short units to create imaginative cabin
bed solutions for a child’s or teenager’s room (see COMBO’s) There is also an optional mattress insert kit with a
choice of covers

Media panels are available in wood or hi-gloss acrylic (this is like coloured glass). This is available in black or white
with other colours on request. The standard panels are 4” tall, so can be combined with tall open units. They are
grooved on one side, plain on the reverse. The panels are available in widths 4” to 8”. There are also narrow
panels 1 ½” or 2” wide in two heights, which are available with a range of optional shelves. The taller unit can be
used with a standard panel topped by a horizontal wall mounted unit to create a contemporary media unit (see
photo on front cover).

HOW TO COMBINE UNITS
The units can be combined in an almost infinite number of ways, and here we suggest some popular options.
For a simple sideboard, combine different doors/drawers and add these to a basic medium standard depth closed
unit. Alternatively, combine with shallow open shelves above to create a more substantial unit, adding two glassfronted doors to create a stunning piece for your dining room! We used 1½” units for the side sections and 2” units
in the centre.

Open shelves can be used on their own or joined together to create simple bookshelves.
We’ve used two tall shallow units on the left, adding only two shelves to each (three are
included in the price). The other unit, below left,
uses two medium height units to create a lower
unit. However, these open shelves can be
added to bases to create a variety of multifunctional storage units. We’ve added short
standard depth bases in a combination of open
and closed units to create the unit in the photo on
the right.
In a different combination,
we’ve replaced the middle
shelves with a media panel
and added a wide-screen
TV, using a continuous top
to enclose it.

To create a simple desk, choose two deep medium
bases and leave a space between them, adding a top to
complete it. Perfect for the small home office!

If you would like to create something with more storage space and room for
books and other mini treasures, add open shelves above and you have the
perfect study desk for a teenager. And of course, you could paint it all in a
bright colour to make it stand out.
For a child’s room, use a shallow
bookcase to support one end of the
desk, with a medium base at the
other.

Closed base units also make great dressing tables. We have two versions
of the drawer fronts for medium height units – two shallow and one deep
for desk drawers, but graded drawers for bedrooms. Combine two chests
with a top and add a mirror for a classic unit.
As an alternative to the knee hole
dressing
table,
create
a
contemporary feel with a wide 3”
chest between two wardrobes –
here we’ve used the shorter ones
and a chrome mirror in the space.
The deep top disguises the fact
that the chest is shallower than the
wardrobes.
Wardrobes can also be combined with other units to create bedroom
storage. We’ve used the same two short wardrobes with a tall standard
depth open shelf and a closed medium base,
adding a door to this, thus creating space for
miniature shoes and bags.
Wardrobe units can also be used to create a
corner layout, Here two wardrobes have been
combined with open shelving and medium units to
build a combination that offers plenty of space for
display, with the chest creating different levels.

Tall wardrobes can also be combined with the spanning units to
create a wall to wall fitted bedroom. In this combination we’ve
added two short units with drawers as bedside tables and used
them with an ELF 1-2-3 bed base and posable duvet.
For a child’s room, why not create a cabin bed. Using the
single EAZY LIVING bed base, add a combination of short
units, some with drawers, others open, and finish with a
plinth. Add the EAZY LIVING optional “tucked in” bedding
(available in a wide choice of fabrics – or use your own)
and you have the perfect solution! Paint it white with
drawers in contrasting colours for a really bright
contemporary feel.

You can leave your units in the beautiful light wood finish, waxing them for a perfect finish (full instructions for
different finishes are given in the instruction manual) or paint them in the colour of your choice. Alternatively, you
can use one of the hi-gloss finishes available from ELF. We’ve
created a stunning media unit using an 8” long standard depth
short base with drawer fronts, and adding a 6” standard media
panel in white acrylic combined with a narrow tall version with
optional shelves in walnut and a horizontal wall unit. Both base
and wall units have been finished in white hi-gloss. In the
photo on the left we have used the standard base (included in
the price of the unit), but you might like to add a base with steel
legs that lifts the unit a little higher and gives it a real “wow”
factor. The walnut of the shelves matches the walnut frame of
the sofa with its luxurious real leather cover in brilliant white.

Sometimes you may only have a relatively
small space, but you can still create stylish
furniture from the EAZY LIVING range.
Create a simple TV table with a couple of
short units, including an open one for the
DVD player.

Complete your sitting room with a stylish coffee table. Two short
open units back to back provide space for magazines and the
coffee and biscuits! Add a base with legs for a really smart look.

If you have a longer sofa, why not use two units and a
longer top leaving a space between them. In both cases
we’ve used standard depth units to give space for
journals and magazines.

HOW TO ORDER EAZY LIVING KITS
We offer a wide choice of EAZY LIVING COMBO units, and these come with all the pieces you will need to create
the units shown. However, you can also create your own designs and below we offer a few hints.
Remember that units come WITHOUT tops so you will need to add these. Continuous tops come in three lengths,
6”, 12” and 18”. Add up the width of units you wish to cover, and add ¼” (6mm) for an overlap at either side (you
may of course wish to have a top extend further, for example in the case of a corner wardrobe where you will need
an extra 2”) and then order the next size up. So if you need a top
7½” long, order a 12” one. Where you have deeper base units than
upper units you will need to order two tops, one for the base, the
other for the upper units. For instance in this sideboard we have
used a 5” standard depth base, with corresponding tall shallow open
shelf units. We therefore need a standard top 6” long for the base
section, and a shallow 6” top for the upper units.
If you have a space between units, but wish to have a continuous
top, then add ¼” plus the length of the gap to the length of the units.
The unit below requires a standard top 12” long for the base (the unit
is 7” altogether) and a shallow 12” top for the upper units (made up
of two 1½” units, and a 4” space for the media panel which add up to
7”).

All units come with an appropriate base strip. If you order
two 2” units, a 3” unit and a 5” unit all of the same depth, we
will send you a base 12” long. If your units will have a space
between them, you will be able to cut the base to fit. This
base lifts the unit from the floor to enhance the overall look of
the pieces)
Instead of standard bases, you may wish to add plinths to
your units. These are ¼” (6mm) high. To calculate how
much to order, add together the total width of the units to
which you wish to add plinths, and then add up the number
of side sections (the pieces that run from back to front) you
will need. For instance, in the sideboard above you need two
side sections. However, for a desk or dressing table with a
knee hole, you would need four side sections. Allow 1½” per
side section for deep units, 1” for standard and ¾” for shallow. So, for the sideboard you would need 2 x 1” plus
the width of the unit, which is 5”, making 7” in total. You would therefore order 12”. For a shallow 2” wide
bookcase you would need 2 x ¾” plus 2” making 3½” so you would order 6”.
Bases with legs are supplied in various widths and cannot subsequently be cut, so make sure you order the correct
length. Units up to 6” have four legs, while longer units have additional legs in the centre.
Doors are available in two widths, 1½” and 2”. All doors are 2 1/8” high, except the long horizontal doors for media
and spanning units (these however are supplied with the units so do not need to be ordered separately) and the tall
glass-fronted doors, designed for use with the tall open units, which are 4” high (use two 1½” wide doors for a 3”
wide unit). NOTE: these doors are NOT hinged but are designed to be held in place with gripwax, so that you can
remove and replace them easily in order to access your favourite miniatures.
Drawers are available in three widths, 1½”, 2” and 3”. The three-drawer combination for medium height units is
available in two versions, one for desks with two shallow drawers and one deep drawer, the other with three graded
drawers for dressing tables and other general storage units. Check that you have ordered the correct ones. The
drawers for short units comprise two drawers of the same height.
For corner wardrobe combinations, remember to add the corner filler to your order and add 2” to the total length of
continuous top you require. It is also possible to create corner combinations with other units but ONLY if they are
all the same depth. You cannot currently create a corner unit if you have standard depth units at the bottom and
shallow units above. (We hope to introduce a specially designed corner unit shortly). If you choose to create a
corner combination using similar depth units, remember to order a corner filler.
We intend to add further units to the range over the next few months. These will include a high bunk bed and study
bed for children’s and teenage rooms.

Full details and prices of all units, including COMBOs, are listed on the website.
CONVERSION TABLE
The following is a approximate table of conversion for measurements. (In the brochure we use the symbol “ to
indicate inch)
Inch

Actual
mm

Approximate
mm

1/16

1.5875

2

1/8

3.1750

3

3/16

4.7625

5

1/4

6.3500

6

5/16

7.9375

8

3/8

9.5250

10

7/16

11.1125

11

1/2

12.7000

13

9/16

14.2875

14

5/8

15.8750

16

11/16

17.4625

17

3/4

19.0500

19

13/16

20.6375

21

7/8

22.2250

22

15/16

23.8125

24

1

25.4

25

2

50.8

50

3

76.2

76

4

101.6

100

